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Corps to Go to Greenville for G. Washington Game
Students to Publish Journal
<S>-

AG PUBLICATION
TO COME OFF
PRESS IN DECEMBER

H. L. Beach, of Walterboro
was recently named editor of the
Agricultural Journal, a publication started this week here. Other
staff members include: Business
manager, D. T. Pope; managing
editor, T. B. Young; advertising
manager, H. M. Covington; circulation manager, J. D. Watson. Departmental editors and staff members will be announced later, editor Beach says.
The .accompanying article, written by the Journal editor, accounts for its formation.

Changes Affect
New Officers

Honor Engineering Fraternity
Taps Ten Ranking Students

Six Military Leaders Inducted
By Local Scabbard and Bl^de
5

In a brief ceremony ,at retreatf
Tuesday Scatibard and Blade selected six Seniors for military
honors. The new members were
called before the cadet corps and
given- orders by the regimental
commanders. The ceremony was
completed with presentation of the
order's insignia by cadet Colonel
Baskin.
The initiates were as follows:
X. C. Cook, brigade adjutant;
L. Z. Garick, captain company
F-2; F. W. Durban, Lieutenant
Colonel, regimental executive of
thje first regiment; H. J. McAlhany, captain company E-2; F. Z.
Knox, captain company E-l; and
J. H. Guess, Lieutenant colonel,
commander of the second battalion, first regiment.
Membership in the Scabbard
and Blade denote the highest military honors that can be obtained
in any military college.

Hawkins' Tragic
Death Bemoaned

THIRTY CENT TRAIN
TICKET WILL ALSO
BE GAME ADMISSION
The entire Clemson cadet corps
will go to the Clemson-George
Washington football game in
Greenville Saturday, Nov. 5 by
train, it was announced today by
Cadet Colonel Jack Baskin.
The round-trip train fare, thirty
cents, will include both the trip
and the game admission, Baskin
said. Should sc Clemson cadet refuse to make the Greenville trip
with the entire body, the admission price for him would be the
regular charge, about two dollars.
The trip's set.up as announced
by Baskin is this: The corps will
eat dinner here at 12; form and
march by companies to the special
Southern Railway Company/' train
at 12:30, upon.arrival .at Greenville, form twtf blocks from the
stadium and march in companies
to the field, then dismiss and go
to the stands. The train's return
time has not been announced yet,
and cadets will not be required to
return to tlie campus until their
usual week-end leave is up.

Seven seniors and three juniors<8>
Important changes . are being
made in the R. O. T. C. system at were accepted/ into Tau Beta Pi,
The Tiger, speaking for
Clemson this year to give the in- national honorary engineering frathe Clemson corps, expresscreased number of R. O. T. C. ternity, in the chapel ceremonies
ed deep regret over the tragofficers experience in military yesterday.
ic death of freshman James
President J. O. Sweeney called
leadership.
Vernon Hawkins at HartsPreviously the number of R. 0. the following initiates to the rosT. C. Junior and Senior was hard- trum: James Martin, Robert Henville during the state fair
Dr. G. H. Aull,, head of the
ly sufficient to supply the various ry, Robert Watson, Ben McLeod, Department of Agricultural Ecoholidays.
Accidental
discompanies with Junior and Senior Charlie Woods, Don Hutchinson, nomics, has recently been elected
charge of. a .22 rifle with
officers. With the increased allot- James Harrison, Preston Garrett, a member of the Interstate YMCA
which he was hunting causment, however, there is an excess Douglas Bradberry and George Committee. He has served on the
ed the critical stomach
advisory board of the Clemson
of officers and the problem is how Miller.
Dean S. B. Earle of the school of YMCA for several years.
wound.
to give these additional men' miliengineering delivered the charge
By H. IJ. Beach
Dr. Aull is the only man repretary experience.
Although only at Clemson
stating
that
initiates
were
chosen
senting Clemson's "Y" on this
As a solution, Col. Weeks said
For many years
Clemson's
a short month, Hawkins had
from
the
upper
25
percent
of
the
school of Agricultre and depart- that all Juniors passing the physi- senior and junior engineering stu- board and will serve for a year
formed many close friendment of agricultural education cal examination would have the dents and that neatness, courtesy, after which he will be eligible for
ships and was well liked by
re-election.
have been without an official rating of Sergeant and would be and ability to get along with one's
everyone.
publication through which agri- distributed among the companies fellowmen were considered as well
cultural articles of widespread in- to 'act as platoon guides, platoon as scholarship.
Sergeants, and squad leaders.
terest could be published.
Wilson Wearn and Walker
The need of an agricultural "New Deal Corporals" will not Richburg were presented with;
journal has been manifested by be apopinted, he said, because the slide rules, having made the highDean H. H. Willis of the Textile
both the faculty and students. present number of Corporals, with est averages in last year's freshBoth students and faculty mem- the assistance of the adidtional man engineering class. Although
The Kappa Chapter of Alpha Department, attended a meeting of
bers will have a channel through Junior squad leaders, would be it has been the custom of the frat Tau Alpha, National agricultural textile deans from 11 schools in
, Ben McLeod, president of the
New York- last week. These meetwhich they may make known their sufficient.
Clemson ^tadio Club, announced
to give only one slide rule, one education fraternity, extended in- ings are held ^emi-annually and
accomplishments and literary arthis week that his organization
All To Command
was presented" to each boy, as vitations to the following out- are sponsored by the Textile FounProfessor
John
D.
Lane
of
the
ticles.
will sponsor a "Get Acquainted
Col. Weeks said that plans are both had the same scholastic re? standing Juniors and Seniors in
dation for the Promotion and Im- English department was principal With Radio" course here starting
The tentative plan is ,as follows: also being completed whereby the cord.
agricultural education this week:
speaker
at
the
Laurens
county
next week.
The executive staff is made up second Lieutenants will have a
J. O. W. Richardson, Marion; provement of Textile Education.
Papers and discussions during teachers meeting in Laurens Satof an Editor-in-chieS, business chance to command the brigade at
The course will consist of a seJ. B. Earl, Central; J. M. Kirk,
urday.
He
spoke
on
"Reading,
manager, managing editor, ad- regular intervals. The No. 1 secries of progressive projects. The ._Heath Springs; R. Todd, Loris; the meeting dealt with cut-stapled Writing, Speaking."
rayon and the methods of testing
vertising manager, .and circulation ond Lieutenants company will be
first and basic project will be a
J. R. Townsend, Blenheim; L. J.
fabrics, color, and design. While
manager. Each department in Ag- organized to command the first
power' supply. Other projects conBlakely, Ora; and G. A. Stande.
in New York Dean Willis also atricultural Education will have an regiment, and the No. 2 second
sisting of a code practice oscillatmire, Little Mountain.
tended a D-13 meeting, the Texeditor to represent that particular Lieutenants company will be oror, a two-tube amplifier, a oneThese "Nephytes" will undergo
department. Each department will ganized to command the second
tube detector, and a one-tube
An awning hanging from a third a two week's period of informal tile section of the American Sobe alloted their pro rata share of regiment. The regular company, story room in the YMCA caught initiation and will then be form- ciety of Textile Materials.
transmitter will be built and op4
Brown
Annex
the magazines. In this way no battallion, regimental, and bri- fire last night about 10 o'clock. ally initiated by the members and
erated from the power supply.
Dean Nelson and his staff from
one department will dominant the gade officers will observe while Jt was extinguished before , any faculty.
Code practice is being held
N. C. State's Textile Department
The Block "C" club gave the for beginners and advanced opmagazine. The magazine will be
the second Lieutenants are in real damage was done
visited Dean Willis at the new first of a series of moving pictures erators on Monday and Wednespublished quarterly. The first
oiaze wais discovered from
charge
Clemson Textile building last Tues- of Clemson football games in chapissue will be o'^ Dec. 15
»hn Brailsford and
"owing. supper.
day—cctiex-iivuxl. i'COu V.J.oVJl i>l~>
yi last rv'-'-.' —. =*- rr*> ->.'
in oiuer LU .i.um nrc OTOTOSIOB Phil Troy, and their emergency
on building a new textile building shown, one of the Tulane game,
The more experienced members
All business transactions will at the first of the school term, call brought out Red Pearson with
at N. C. State, and wanted to see the season's opener, and one of of the club are working on sevcome "through the College Busi- sophomores who expect to take ad- a fire extinguisher and a number
Clemson college officials this the building at Clemson before last year's spring training game eral projects among which are the
ness Manager's office. Department vanced R. O. T. C. will sign their
of cadets in barracks. The fire
with Duke University. *
remodeling of a 200-watt transheads will .act as an advisory R. O. T. C. contracts and take the was put out from the Y. The week extended an invitation to drawing up plans.
The pictures were regulation mitter, the building of a six-tube
board. The circulation will include entrance examination in the spring source of the fire as yet has Jiot the South Carolina Singing Convention
to
hold
their
Tri-county
size.
super-hetrodyne receiver, and the
all students of agriculture, agri- before leaving school. This will
singing festival in the Clemson
Acrowd of 200 cadets attended construction of a separate code
cultural education, agricultural make possible a better distribu- been determined.
college auditorium.
the first show, and more than one transmitter. After remodeling the
teachers, county agents, specialists tion of Junior officers, and will
J. C. Littlejohn announced today
cheer went up in the chapel as the transmitter's power will be ^hl-,
and other leading agriculturists. enable company commanders to
that preparations were being made
corps saw the team perform on the creased from 200 watts to 350.
Approximately 3,000 copy circu- completely organize their comto accomodate a crowd of several
screen.
The "Get Acquainted" course
lation is contemplated. The staff
Clemson's chapter of Phi Psi,
panies at the beginning of the
thousand people fo rthe evening.
Bill Cason, chairman of the has been endorsed by Professor
hopes to publish and circulate the
school term instead of waiting
The Tri-county meet is sponsor- national honor textile fraternity, committee in charge of the pic- Rhodes and the electrical enginemagazines free of charge.
until near the end of the first
ed by Anderson, Oconee, Pickens, is initiating nine students this tures, said that the club intended ering staff.
delegations and an invitation has week.
quarter when, it has been customto show pictures of as many games
President McLeod says that
The W. P. A. has approved a been - extended to other South
The Seniors being initiated are as possible in the future.
ary to announce Sergeants.
those interested should contact
research project under Dr. B. O. Carolina counties and all Georgia J. H. Radcliff, Gormley, H. H.
him or vice-president Sam Hunt
Williams which will compile a and North Carolina counties.
Cosgrove, F. E. Culvern, and E. H.
immediately.
relatively complete analysis of
Thomas.
The
juniors
selected
are
C. F. Adams, president of the
sociological d.-vta in South Caro- South Carolina association stated E. R. Roper, G. M. McMillan, J.
lina.
that leading trios' and quartettes Levin, C. E. Anderson.
Supervised by Joe D. Kinard, of the three states would be preThe informal initiation will conThe old gravel drive in .front of
Earl Mazo, managing editor
assistant supervisor of rural re- sent at the festival.
tinue for ten days at which time the library is being replaced<by a
of the Tiger and Clemson's Beechsearch at Clemson, the project will
the formal initiation will take cement sidewalk and the State
Nut representative, went into the
Twenty-one prominent electrical classify a large number of sociolplace, it was announced by W. R. Highway Department is planning
first phase of his first "coverage" engineers working at the Charles- ogical factors by counties and for
Irvin, president of the frat..
Alpha Zeta, national honorary
to lay curbs and install gutters on
of the Clemson barracks with ton Navy Yard are Clemson grad- the state as a whole-in comparison
agricultural fraternity, recently
various
roads
about
the
campus
to
Beech-Nut gum samples this week.
with other southern states and the
extended invitations to six outThe "coverage" program calls
improve drainage.
They are: Simon Sorentrue, United, States. Many colored maps
G. H. Wafers suffered severe
Mr. Dave Watson, superinten- standing agricultural students, two
for a personal call on each cadet master electrician; L. M. Anderws, will be drawn by counties to disdent of buildings and grounds, seniors and four juniors.
in first and second barracks this H. A. Black, I. I. Bledsoe, W. W. cover relationships between im- injuries this week from an exploThe seniors are C. M. Aull, who
says that this winter will be deweek, third barracks and new Dukes, A. L. Edwins, H. C. Green, portant factors bearing on the sion in the organic chemistry
voted to landscaping the grounds is majoring in agricultural ecobarracks next week, and the cam- J W. Henley; W. F. Johnson, W. major problems confronting the laboratory.
The accident occurred while he
around the Textile building and nomics, "and J. W. Gibert, who is
pus building the week following. T. Jones, A. R. Kinard, P. G. La- state. The study will attempt to
Dog days are over for the Tiger
a horticulture major. The juniors
The idea behind this promotion- Roche, Jack H. Meyers, E. C. Mor- discover the factors that are as- was distilling some alcohol and
sewing grass.
Brotherhood
Cubs.
are R. H. Bryant, Ag. Engineer-r_
al scheme, as Mr. T. F. Hawkins rison, J. W. Moseley, A. P. Rollins, sociated with one another and the feed pipe from the burned
The collar and chain period ending; R. C. Shelly, Agronomy;'
of Columbia, State Beech-Nut W A Sanders, Jr., W. L. Schachte, those that center around these came loose. The escaping gas was ed for D. T. Pope, C. W. Shepherd, A FINE SUGGESTION
L. R. Arrington, Agronomy; and
spread over his body causing the
manager, put it, is "to show
Editor,'
H. M. Covington, F. Hughes, and
R. C. Sweeting, M. R. Van de Erve, major problems.
N. L. Turner, Horticulture.
injuries
to
his
face.
He
was
carClemson's students real pleasure
Pardon
a
suggestion,
but
we
The survey will employ five to
F. T. Knox, the initiates, they beand John D. Varn, Jr.
A two-weeks period of informried
to
the
hospital
where
he
was
in chewing gum."
think
it
a
good
one.
ten clerical workers for several
came full-fledged members of the
al initiation began yesterday.
given immediate attention.
Since
Clemson
is
a
growing
Brotherhood Tuesday night.
months.
Sometime during this period they
college and advertising seems
After the final degree initiation
will be required to pass satisfacto be the main order of the day,
the members of the club enjoyed
torily a written test on agriculture
we think that a series of colorrefreshments served in the club
ful post-cards showing some of in general and specifically their
rooms.
major field after which they will
The Clemson College Chapter of Tau Beta Pi, national
the more interesting phases of
be formally initiated into Alpha
The Calhoun and Palmetto litClemson College life would be
honorary engineering fraternity, Wednesday awarded slide
Zeta.
erary
societies
met
jointly
last
King
Thackston,
a
Clemson
a
good
idea.
rules to Cadets W. C. Wearn of Newberry, and W L.
Thursday and discussed plans for
Some of the possible themes
graduate
and
now
a
prominent
Richbourg, of Liberty, for outstanding scholarship accominclude:
dairyman in Greenville, was prin- combining.
plishments during their freshman years as Engineering stuNo definite decisions were made,
Mounting of the Guard.
cipal speaker at the dairy club
Director
D.
W.
Watkins
anbut further negotiations are undents at Clemson. Wearn and Richbourg, now sophomores,
Senior Platoon.
meeting last Friday.
nounces
the
appointment
of
DudFootball Practice.
Mr. Thackston's talk was con- derway and more discussion will ley C. Sturgis, Jr., as assistant exwere deadlocked at the conclusion of their first college year
Hon. Cadet Colonel
cerned with his recent trip through take place at tonight's meeting.
and were both honored at Clemson chapel exercises Wedtension
economist
and
Thomas
A.
It was pointed out by a member
Fraternity Initiations.
the New England states and up
Stallworth as assistant county
nesday. Tau Beta Pi presents a slide rule to the outstanding
New Campus Buildings.
through Nova Scotia and Canada. who favors co-ordination that agent in Laurens county. Sturgis,
Aerial View of Campus.
freshman engineering student each year.
He discussed in detail the eco- there Was too much lost motion a native of South Carolina, is an
Parades.
nomic problem that the inhabi- between the organizations, and alumnus of Clemson with his masWEARN
RICHBOURG
Between Classes.
tants of this country had solved that neither filled their true pur- ter's degree from the University
"Jew Shoppe."
by forming co-operative agencies poses.
of Tennessee and has studied ecoWe personally don't think
for buying and selling of commodnomics at the University of Virthat the post cards now for sale
ities for the poorer classes.
"I said that well, didn't I?"
ginia. He has served a year as
do the college justice. We furMr. King also discussed some
—Daniel.
research
assistant
at
the
Universither
believe
that
if
these
cards
very interesting scenic spots that
"I am not going to say much
ty
of
Tennessee.
Stallworth,
also
were
obtainable,
at
a
reasonable
the party visited, including the
. . I wasted most of my vocabuprice, they would be very enThe Clemson Glee club will at- a native of South Carolina and a
City of Halifax. He stated that
lary, on the last class."
thusiastically received, because
watermarks from the great tidal tend the state music festival in graduate of Clemson, has had ex—Orens.
periencein teaching vocational agevery college man has a pride
wave of 1917 could still be seen Columbia again this year.
"Pardon me for making a pun
in his institution and would like
Practice onthe two selections riculture at North, Orangeburg
on some of the buildings.
that didn't go through.'"
to send interesting cards to his
"Polovetzian Dance and Chorus" county.
—Gee.
Paul B. Ezell, Newberry county
friends and parents.
"O Thou that Tellest Good TidHarold Folk Visits
We don't care who sponsors
"I've been waiting for you!
Harold Folk, a graduate in the from the opera "Prince Igor", and agent, has been given a year's
it or to whom the credit goes
sophomore a long time, now I've
class of 37, and now a member ings to Zion" from "The Messiah", leave to supervise unit test demonas long as something is done.
of the department of agriculture has begun in preparation for the strations in co-operation with the
got you."
Two Sophomore.
—Collins.
I staff in Washington, visited here annual event in which Clemson extension service and the Tennes(Editor's
Note:
This
letter
was
represented
for
the
first
time
see Valley Authority. J. L. King,
for a while Tuesday. Folk is tour"Pleasure comes before grading
was received by the editor this
assistant agent in Newberry, will
ing the South for the triple A, at last year.
sophomore papers."
week. The Tiger would like to
serve as acting agent during
—Kinard.
present.
Dean,H. H. Willis of the Textile Ezell's absence, and Garrett M.
speak with the "two sopho"Watch
the
word
"better"
boys,
Department,
will
speak
to
the
mores", authors of the letter,
Subscribe To Digest
Mobley, Clemson graduate with
our pasture is full of wild onions."
in room 141 some time tonight,
Sixty students in Dr. Daniel's Rotary Club of Anderson next teaching experience, has been ap—Ritchie.
Thursday.)
English classes have subscribed to Tuesday night on the subject of pointed assistant agent.
"Textiles."
The Reader's Digest.
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DEVICE FOR SPEECH
STUDY—
During the
past
twentyyears, Dr. D. .W. Daniel has
availed himself of every opportunity to improve the technique employed in teaching the
art of public speaking at Clemson, so that the English department has always kept well
abreast of the times in the
public speaking field.
Today, the newest aid in
developing an ability to talk
clearly and well before people
is a recording machine. This
type machine makes a permanent wax record of each student's speeches, gives him a
chance to see his-mistakes and
correct them, allows the instructor to give impersonal
able.
This time Dr. Daniel, alone,
cannot supply the new need of
the department. Only the college itself can provide this
priceless little mechanical devjee which sells for as. low as
two hundred and fifty dollars.
However, inasmuch as the
worth of the m'achine has been
demonstrated at other colleges
all over the nation as well as
at Georgia Tech and the Citadel, it would be well for the
college authorities to hasten
to "fill this urgent need of the
English department if Clemson is to retain her place as a
leader in this field.

F. C. M.
HITLER'S STONE AND
STUFF—
Adolf Hitler is a great man.
Well, peftiaps not great in the
fullest meaning of the word,
but at any rate he surely gets
himself in some peculiar predicaments. Two weeks ago he
held the fate of the world in
his palm. He offered us war—
we took peace. Not maimed by
that he this week refused to
ship us the stones for the Junior class rings. What shall we
do—declare war ?
It will
amount to the same thing*

Kerrison and 700
Freshmen "Bite"
On Ice Cream Gag
One senior and approximately
700 freshmen "bit" on the traditional "ice cream gag" which
was pulled Tuesday.
An announcement stating that
5,000 gallons if ice cream was to
be given to the corps free at the
dairy building after dinner because storage
machinery had
broken down was read, and freshmen carrying pitchers, boxes,
glasses, and even trash cans "lit
out" for the dairy building.
Twas a disappointed group who
tro,d back to barracks a half hour
later, bemoaning the fact that
"something happened." The senior, Edwin "Maniac" Kerrison of
Charleston, said "There wasn't any
ice cream there." He carried two
pitchers.

By G. M. McMillan

~of--

IN YOUR OPINION HAS THE NEW DEAL BEEN MORE

TOWN

SOUR GRAPES—It seems to be
the custom for many state papers to underrate any victory gained by any Clemson team, and especially the football team. I think
Pve heard more comment on the
write-ups given our football team
on the Carolina game than any in
a long time. It seems that most
sports commentators think that
when Clemson wins a game or
match of any sort, it was an error
or "just one of the breaks," not
good playing on the part of our
team. How anyone could say such
a thing about our game with the
University. I don't see — and I
J. Caroll Shelley graduate in think I express the sentiment of
Animal Husbandry, '38, is a grad- the corps there. To begin with, the
uate student at Iowa State Uni- first/.string made Carolina look
versity, Ames, Iowa. He is major- sort pf weak.by running up 20
ing in animal nutrition.
points in the first quarter,- before
the first quarter was over, to be
when we have to tell that best exact. Coach Neely replaced the
first string with the almost-asgirl that the dance has been good second string before the first
postponed and she will have to quarter ended. Carolina was more
evenly matched with this team and ^
wait!
J. E. F. S. they each scored in the second
period. Notice that the Gamecock
scored, hot against the first string,
COMMEND THE BAND—
but against the second string. AfClemson's band added much
ter the half, the first string again
color to the classic Tiger- took and field and wese quickly reGamecock football game last moved by "Jess" when they pushweek.
Favorable
comments ed over another' touchdown. Our
were made by alumni and vis- second team and Carolina battled
the remainder of the game pretty
itors, and one prominent per- evenly except the one touchdown
son seemed astounded to find in the closing minutes of the game
Carolina
made,
again
such a fine musical organiza- which
tion drilling. He said that many- against the second string. If you
can call blocking punts, interschools have good bands, some cepting passes and tackling hard
have a decent senior drill pla- enough to make your opponents
1
toon, and some have good foot- fumble—if all .these are "just
ball teams, but in Clemson he breaks" then our^team just got the
found his first combination of breaks against Carolina. Now Carolina has a good team; there's
top-notch team, band and pla- only one better "in the state. .But
toon.
when a good team is beaten -by a
The Tiger and 'the student better team, a little credit at least
body
commend
bandmaster is due the victor.
Bonnette and Captain. Horner
on their fine organization. The
corps expects a few good concerts and a continued good
showing from its musical unit.
HOW THESE
COLUMNISTS RATE
Should Clemson and Citadel
win all their remaining state
games, then the Citadel will
be champion of the state football race, according to'R. M.
Hitt of the News and Courier.
Citadel will have won more
state garaes, perhaps, but what,
in Mr
Hiw-'s onininn. is .a.
champion?
Citadel hasn't a stronger
team when judged by anyl
known ' standard. Clemson is
the stronger team when judg-"
ed by comparative scores, and
by man-for-man performance.
'Suppose Minnesota licked
eight nationally known teams,
and Citadel or -Clemson outscored nine state teams. Would
the S. C. team be the national
champion? Neither state team
would be mentioned because
Minnesota is judged to be the
stronger team.
The Tennessee first string
team worked out" after the Citadel game because they didn't
get enough exercise during the
game to warm up.1 The Clemson-Tennessee fraca^ was a
fight from, start to finish.
Based on that performance,
should Citadel be crowned
champion over Clemson? ■
The News and Courier columnist said that Citadel's 1,000
average
was
higher
than
Clemson's 1.000 average. 1.000
is 1.000. The teams will be
tied, perhaps, for the head of
the race. We see that, Mr.
Hitt, but we certainly can't
see Citadel being j^hosen over
Clemson.
Mr. Hitt, "What the hell!"
A. V. W. H.

HUBBARD'S DRY CLEANERS
MODERN

Popular Opinion - - -

TALK

METHODS—PROMPT SERVICE;—COMPETENT
HELPERS

PHONE 139

SENECA, S. C.

BENEFICIAL OR HARMFUL TO AMERICA?"
Sergeant Wilkinson: "I think it
has been very beneficial. I am insympathy with some of its policies and not with others, But I
think the plan as a whole is good."
?
?
?
?
Rat G. L. Rogers: "More harmful. My opinion is based on what
I hear."
?
?
?
?
Bob Fickling: "As for the New
Deal, I'm against it, my daddy's
against it, and my granddaddy's
against it. It has hurt labor, especially farm labor."

HOME OF

"ARISTOCRATIC PIG"

9

?~

?

Enrollment 2,10$;

From
1,866 Are South
Other
Carolinians
Campii
By Ed Schmidt
In colleges all over the country
students are engaged in the timehonored practice of working their
way through college. Some earn
their daily bread by waiting on
tables, sweeping floors, or handling odd jobs on the campus; however at Northwestern University
a junior named Henry Shull has
devised a more original and highly successful method. Shull is
paying his tuition and other college expenses with prizes he wins
from commercial contests.
To date, Shaull has collected 59
prizes worth $3,500. Among them
have been a bicycle, an out-board
motor used by. Byrd at the South
Pole, a $500 trip to Mexico City,
six cans of tuna fish, three refrigerators, two watches, and a. number of cash awards. The non-cash
prizes he always sells.
Some contests, he says, take
as long as three weeks to work,
but last spring he won ah automobile after only fifteen minutes
of effort. Shull has nothing but
contempt for contest rules. He
won his first bicycle with an essay that was a hundred and fifty
words too long, and fifty dollars
with an entry which was mailed
two days after the dead-line.

MUSIC, MAESTRO—iA bouquet
this week to that band of ours.
To those of us who saw the game
last Thursday, and I think that
includes most of us, you'll have
to admit that was a good exhibition during the half. If the drum
major's girl could be there every
time "they( put on a drill—he was
really "struttin' ". That dress of
interval and distance, even during
the fancy movements, was some- NEWBERRY
thing of which we can feel proud.
So, more such shows, they're good.
In recent years there have been
a great many charge's that radicalGUESS??—There should be a law ism is rampant on the American
against football teams acting college capii. As a result, the bethe way most of them have been lief has spread that thousands of
doing so far this year. All of you students are graduated yearly with
t, -A.1
0u to revolutionize
sored by the drug store every year. America into a. strange new world.
Well, in that contest, you can use Although many educators have deall of your favorite methods for nied this, they have been hard put
guessing or really figure out your to find statistical ammunition to
scores, and chances are dear old disprove it.
Whoosis, with the odds 9 to 1 in
Last week just_such ammunition
her favor, will go down to crush- seemed at hand. The favorable
ing defeat to little Almata who statistics were contained. in a
really didn't have a chance before paper prepared foivthe American
the game. I've come to the con- Psychological Association by Dr.
clusion that the best method is to Erland Nelson of Newberry Colrun down the list and put the first lege. It indicated that all the radnumbers that pop into your mind icalism charges were totally undown as the scores. The law of founded.
average won't give you anything
Called "Radicalism—Conservathat way but then it doesn't look tism in Student Attitudes," Dr.
like the other method will either. Nelson's'survey is believed to be
one of the most comprehensive
of its kind ever made. To students in eighteen colleges and universities throughout the country
he sent a questionnaire covering
sixty moral, political, social and
The enrollment of Clemson CoL economic issues. Prom the results
lege has increased 32 percent he gathered a great many things
during the past two years. The among which were: that women
total enrollment to date is 2,108 are more conservative than men,
students compared with 1,877 in and that freshmen are more conservative than seniors.
1937-38 and 1,599 in 1936-37.
Dr. Nelson reached this conSince the opening of the college
in 1893, the enrollment of Clem- clusion: "We find not the radison has rontinued to inrrease. The calism attributed to the campus
enrollment for representative ses- of today, but to the contrary, our
sions and the perdentage of in- data indicates that hese. students
crease for each ten-year period is are definitely on the side of conservatism."
given below:
Session
Enrollment
Percent CALIFORNIA U.
Increase
1893-1894
446
Inspired by California's "$301908-1909
646
45 everyThursday" pension plan, two
1918-1919
825
28 cynical seniors at the University
1928-1929
1258
52 of California launched a plan to
1938-1939
2L08
68 pay "$50-every-Friday to every
student under fifty.*
Wyman Addresses Fellows
Their plan, the students anDr. Ben Wyman, director of the nounced solemnly, would involve
South Carolina State Department the distribution of old milk bottle
of Health, spoke at the Fellow- caps with a face value of a dollar
ship. Club supper meeting Tues- each.
day, Oct. 18.
"Problems of Community JAIL
Health," in line with one of the
In an earlier issue of THE
projects of the club, was the
TIGER it was stated that the hortopic of the talk.
rors of Alcatraz were rivaled by
those of the Citadel. Then came
the snappy come-back in THE
BULLDOG: "We want to know
what he means by 'rival those of
Toasted
Sandwiches
Alcatraz,. When the horrors of
Regular Dinners
Alcatraz get as bad as those of the
Citadel, we will start advocating
capital punishment for all crimes."
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Enrollment Is
Still Climbing

BELMONT CAFE

PACKING COMPANY, he.

?

J. C. Wilkinson: "Beneficial. I
honestly believe that, although
President Roosevelt and his administration have made mistakes,
the benefits outnumber the drawGus Conmiander: "I think it's backs."

WESTERN MEATS

BALLENTINE

been beneficial in the North, but
it hasn't done the South any good.
It has ruined the Southern Negro."
*?
?
?
?
Steve Skardon "Very beneficial.
By giving lots of men work it has
put them back on their feet and
given the confidence to go forward."

1866

"ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME
BAND" with Tyrone Power,
Alice Faye and Don Ameche.
In Movie Quiz Contest.
Saturday Afternoon:
"SOUTH OF ARIZONA" with
Charles Starrett. Also first episode of Flaming Frontiers.

In

Your

Greenville
Friends

Meet
At

HAMS — BREAKFAST BACON — PURE LARD
PURE PORK SAUSAGE

The Brown Derby

"South Carolina's Own Meat Packers'"

118 N. Main Street

GREENVILLE, S. C.

GREENVILLE, S. C.

OSCAR SAYS - - -

OSCAR SAYS - - -

OSCAR SAYS - - -

That somebody should tell Pearman that those straps don't really
mean anything—we would like to
have him back down on earth with
the rest of us.

OSCAR SAYS - - -

That someday the rats are going to come back with pitchers
full of ice cream—thenwot—we've been laffing for yars an' yars,
but he who laffs last laffs laff er
sump'n.

OSCAR SAYS - - -

That he was quite shocked when
a Winthrop girl asked him if that
was the Clemson Alma Mater when
the loudspeaker blared forth with
"The Star Spangled Banner" just
OSCAR SAYS - - That it isn't Spring yet—the before the game.
OSCAR SAYS - - time when a young man's fancy^
That T. Benton (I'm a big shot
etc., but Oscar saw with his own
eyes none other than Arthur Garn- too) Young finally finegled the
er, of the Timmonsville Garners, Eagle out of two buttons and a
and our own little Rentz walking pair of beautiful boots, so now
shyly across the campus hand in Oscar won't hear from that corner
hand, whispering those same sweet again for the rest of the year.
OSCAR SAYS - - nothings.
That it seems as if it matters
OSCAR SAYS - - That anyone who wants his job little who you are around here—■
can have it. Sophomore Sloan, the its who you room with that counts.
OSCAR SAYS - - old reliable, has slow-leaked out,
That if you see some of your
and Oscar now. has nothing to old friends walking around lookwrite about.
ing like they might be recruits for
. OSCAR SAYS - - That there's been a big upheaval the Salvation Army, don't be
among the Junior Class members, alarmed; they are only the Senior
and when the dust died down Os- Platoon boys in their new unicar saw the. ring committee in all forms.
OSCAR SAYS - - its glory sitting right behind that
That "Little Napoleon" LaFaye
well-known, eight ball. And if was finally awakened from a
rumors are true there is still sound sleep in time to carry on
plenty of room. What, no Ring with the slides during Fitz "Art
Dance!!
Depreciation" class.
OSCAR SAYS - - OSCAR SAYS - - That after hastily scanning the
That (I'm a captain now) Dundance roster for the coming week- lap surely ought to have a large
end Oscar personally recommends time at the ball this week-end
the dances to be O. K. And another after profiteering in the Coco
look reminds him of that old say- Cola racket at the state fair.
ing about all suckers not being
OSCAR SAYS - - found at candy counters.
That he saw some "cow-dets"
OSCAR SAYS - - full blossom at the Greenwood fair,
That the pending Tiger Brawl and that he would like to mention
gives promise of having great pos- some names but he fears he's
sibilities and Oscar wonders if getting soft. Besides it was their
the CDA really meant what they first offense.
___^____
..{J „V,^.,. 1..*-.
In *~ .
OSCAR .

OSCAR SAYS - - -

That the band looked tops at
the Fair and that "little Jack"
Horner must be ruling the windjammers on the band with an iron
hand or maybe its Pearman's peppy personality.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That Pop Eadon says he figures
he is entitled to go stag to Tiger
Ball this week-end 'cause at the
last brawl he invited number one
and two of the harem and they
both showed up.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That he knows darn well that
at least one inviation was sent to
the "zoo" with no effective results—from now on he is going
to guarantee return postage and
try, try again.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That next week he is going to
disclose the name of the Furman
frat house that has a Clemson
pennant for a door-mat.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That he knows Tillie Haywood
as a picture show tycoon and a
salesman for a typewriter conOSCAR SAYS - - cern, but he was certainly surThat he was disappointed that
the Senior Platoon didn't drill at prised to find that Tillie also
the game Thursday, but he under- handles ladies ready-to.wear.
stands that they all sat in a body
Dean Cooper Speaks
and wore boots and blouses.
OSCAR SAYS - - Dean Cooper of the School of
That he will be very much in
Agriculture spoke to members of
attendance at the Tiger Ball this
week-end, and his only regret is the etaf of the Farm Security
that since his identity must be Administration on "Soil Problems"
kept a secret he won't rate one of Tuesday.

Saturday Night:
"GARDEN OF THE MOON"
with Pat O'Brien and Margaret
Lindeay. In Movie Quiz Contest.
Monday-Tuesday:

EXPERT WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIRING

FEINSTEIN'S WATCH SHOP
Across form the L. C. Martin Drug Store, Clemson, S. C.

LORD JEFF with Mickey Rooney and Freddie Bartholomew.
Also News and Silly Symphony.
Wednesday:
PRISON BREAK with Glenda
Farrell and Barton MacLane.
Also Comedies.

RANKIN'S AUTO STORES
When

OSCAR SAYS - - -

That Rock Calhoun says he enjoyed the Miss America show at
state fair, but that it wasn't anything compared with what got
away in New Orleans t' oher weekend.

That he can't understand why
that outstanding Future Farmer
of America, Buck Beach, wears
cits so much of late. Oscar's got
a sneaking idea that those little
boys over in Senior Barracks
don't like diamonds this year and
that it's for Cowboy Beach's own
protection. Or maybe he's trying
to muscle in on little Monte Carlo.

That he thinks Future Farmer
Brailsford should spend less time
Total putting up signs and telling the
4 football team who to beat next and
2 begin to get ready to get the
6 spring plowing done.
l
OSCAR SAYS - - Tha he'll be right on hand at
4
21 the field house this week-end and
59 will refuse all bribes, so you guys
1 better be careful.
OSCAR SAYS - - 1
That he advises those two
2
\ Knights of the Road, Pink Irwin
2 and Eggie Sullivan to use a road
1 map or something the next time
j, they start bumming, because after
9 five and a half hours on the road
4 they really should get farther than
71 Honea Path.
OSCAR SAYS
19
That Big Job Gates tried to do
1866 all his celebrating at one time in
15
Columbia Wednesday night and as
6
a result he didn't get to the rat
1
game or the dance, not to mention
3
Thursday morning.
\ the headache
OSCAR SAYS - - That he wishes to remind the
corps not to be astounded when
-PROGRAMthey see a bunch of Shrinkers
RICHARDSON THEATRE walking around the campus, for
they won't be Shriners at all, but
SENECA, S. C.
just Hoyt Bookhart and his CaGet. 27-Nov. 3
dence Count Cuties.

Thursday-Friday:

those free passes prexy Rivenbark
is dishing out to the members of
the Tiger staff.

That he still doen's know what
caused Baskin's black eye, but he
knows several boys who got shiners when they got too close to
OSCAR SAYS - - - That whenever a free meal is those knot holes in the Honky
floating
around
Scotia
"The Tonk.
moocher" de Loache will certainOSCAR SAYS - - ly spot it, and his latest territory
That he knows "Hoot" Gibson
is the "Y" Tea room. It kinda appreciates the efforts of the
reminds Oscar of the traveling W. C. T. U. in handing out free
salesman and the farmer's daugh- ice water at the state fair—it
ter.
wasn't meant for chasers, Hoot.

Every county in South Carolina
is represented at Clemson this
year. Also, twenty-three states, the
District of Columbia and four
foreign countries have students j
here.
Other coutnies enrollments are:
County
Total
Abbeville
33
Aiken
37
Allendale
22
Bamberg
13
Barnwell
16
Beaufort
16
Berkeley
7
Calhoun
23
Cherokee
32
Chester
32
Chestrefield
25
Clarendon
18
Colleton
23
Darlington
37
Dillon,
35
Dorchester
22
Edgefield
23
Fairfield
,
23
Florence
75
fGeorgetown
15
Greenwood
64
Hampton
23
Horry
37
Jasper
:
10
Kershaw
27
Lancaster
19
Laurens
41
Lee
24
Lexington
,
27
Marion
32
Marlboro
2,0
McCormick
5
Newberry
34
Oconee
_
.
85
Orangeburg
73
Pickens
71
Richland
93
Saluda
32
Sumter
31
Union
31
Williamsburg
29
York
59
Total, South Carolina ....
STATES
State or Cty;
Alabama
California
Connecticut
Delaware
Dist. of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
v
Indiana
)
Kentucky
Maine
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Missouri
New Jersey
New York
:
North Carolina
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia
Washington
,
West Virginia
Wyoming

That this struggle to the death
between Seargeant Major J. O. W.
Richardson (I stooge for Buck
Beach) and the bad boys of the
Senior Barracks, "Big Job" Gates,
and Pop Whitehead respectively,
has reached an interesting climax, and from latest reports the
"Whale" and Pop are threatening
to use Richardson for a pingpong ball the next time he enters
the room. Oscar thinks PapaiBeach should do something about
his little boy.

319 SOUTH MAIN STREET
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR CAR AT LOWER PRICES!
ANDERSON, S. C.
PHONE 456

Tailored-to-measure Clothes

$21-75
AT HOKE SLOAN'S
SEE THE NEW PUGS :

$3.50 and $5.00

NEW SHIPMENT OF MOCCASSINS, ... $2.50

WHEN IN SENECA STOP IN AT

S. K, YARID'S
EATS

COLD DRINKS -:'-

Botany Ties and Interwoven Socks Just In.

FRUITS

Wilson Bros. Haberdashery — If It's New, I Have It.
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Tigers Meet Demon Deacons Friday Night
-<$>

Blocking C
Feature
Restored
A special feature, THE
B LOG-KING C, will be reinaugurated in the Tiger next week.
The BLOCKING C, begun
by Joe Sherman when he was
sports editor of the Tiger some
10,000 years ago, is presented
each week to one or more of
the football team's outstanding
blockers in the game of the
week. The coaches are judges
in this award.
The award is: recognition
in the Tiger of the prominent
blockers.
For the Carolina game the
coaching staff names the ENTIRE TEAM for the BLOCKING C award.

Intramural
Program
Under Way
Company Tennis:
Intramural sports at Clemson,
under the direction of Fred Kirchner, are rapidly getting under way.
This year more interest is being
shown in tennis, by the fact that
there are as many as 32 entered
in certain company tournaments
and over 250 in the brigade. The
company winners will then compete for the brigade championship.
It is expected that about three
weeks will be required to run off
the tournament.
Volley Ball:
The brigade volley hall championship match will be played off
the night of Oct. 13. between
companies G-2 and F-l.
Practice games are now being
held, and preparations have been
made for starting a volley ball
league after the State Fair holidays. Both upperclassmen and
freshmen will be eligible for the
league teams.
Basketball:
Company basketball practice is
aoVieduled to start the first week
in November.

Alumnus Passes
A. F. Burts, 2 7, a graduate of
Clemson, died in a Roebuck hospital Sunday as a result of injuries received in an automobile
accident Oct. 22.
Wallace Cox, of Table Rock,
spent the week-end here with home
folks.

NOTICE
TO MY FRIENDS:
I am now connected with
the Lucas-Kidd Motor Co.,
of Anderson, S. C, and will
appreciate your business on
new Fords or guar*m,teled
used cars. We have an excellent stock of cars at low
prices and terms to suit you.
Write or telephone and
I will call on you.

CLAUDE SEAWRIGHT

Campus Camera

By A. C. P.

B.-E.HUTCHINS0N
OF CHICAGO, INTERCEPTED A PASS
IN HIS END ZONE
AND RAN 105 YDS.
FOR A TOUCHDOWN
AGAINST NORTHWESTERN IN 1919
HE REPEATED THE
FEAT LATER
THE GAME
FOR 103
YDS/

Tiger
Slaughters
Chicken

WAKE FOREST TEAM
TOUGH NUT TO CRACK
Most important of last Saturday's football news to Clemson
grid followers was the improvement shown by Wake Forest in
the Duke game. The Deacons gave
an impressive display of blocking, tackling," all-round heads-up
football against the undefeated,
untied North Carolinians.
They'll be a hard nut to smash
next Saturday,' and it looks\like
a rip-snorting battle as the Clemson Tigers, unscathed against
Carolina, prepare for action.
Banks McFadden, his leg injury
healed, will be back in the game
as will Carl Black. Both of these
boys were on the sidelines against
Carolina.
Wertz and Ringgold, Demon
Deacon backs, mean double trouble
for the Tigers. Wertz, team captain and punt returned deluxe, is
a first-class player.. Ringgold is a
triple threater who was a pain in
Duke's side last Saturday.
In the line, Trunzo, a guard,
is being hailed as tops in the
South. He weighs 185, is fast and
strong. Pendergast is a 6 0-minute
center, and Edwards and Jetts,
ends, are outstanding.

Clemson's football juggernaut
swept over South Carolina last
Thursday; Oct. 20, at the State
Fair Classic, in a scramble at
times so bewildering that the
21,000 spectators were left gasping.
THE BAG OF GOLD WAS HIDDEN BY AARON
Through the links of the chain
The Tiger's claws were unsheathed in true fashion again
used to shackle the gamecocks,
Clemson threaded its unparalleled at the State Fair game. Twice they gleamed in the air as
power with such skill that the they struck by passes to. collect twelve points. Again they
"fowls" never had a chance.
flashed ominously as big Don "Bub" Willis
Clemson's second team usually
plowed over with irresistible force for another
used for reserve defense, turned to
six-pointer from the two yard line. And
ERNIE
making touchdowns in short order
they sparkled, gleamed, shone, and positively
while the Clemson fans cheered
PlERMAN
scintillated as. Shad Bryant drove 70 yards
wildly.
■VUNNESQTAS GREAT COACH
behind splendid downfield blocking for the
It was truly a Clemson day,
ONCE FAILED AS GRID
tochdown.
the tackling of the invaders was
MENTOR AT THE UNIV. OF
so vicious that many Gamecocks
GOOD, BUT NOT WONDERFUL
MONTANA. GAVE UP THE
had to be lugged off the field. The
Now this State Fair game isn't the
game was one big firecracker of
JOB AND STARTED
greatest victory of Clemson when the preseleven Clemson JJigers, spelling
SatING BONDS/ J"t
DANGER, who furnished firetige of the competition is considered, but
works from start to finish.
certainly no other game could give an equivvf)AC>It is useless to start to comalent amount of satisfaction to the wellment on the individual Tiger players for their feats as the entire known alumni. It is an intense civil war within the Palmetto
• BUCKSHOTsquad was brilliant. Everyone was State, and as such, occasions the most spectacular gathering
thinking of team instead of glory of rabid fans that is to be seen anywhere in the deep South.
THE a OF PENNSYLVANIA
and displayed the true Clemson
WAS THE FIRST EDUCLOOK AT DUKE GAME
spirit.
ATIONAL INSTITUTION
Those Demon Deacons came very 'near to converting the
Carolina kicked off over the ''Devils" to the straight-and-'narrow path last Saturday. The
IN AMERICA TO BEAR.
goal line, and the fireworks began
THE NAME UNIVERSITY/
when Clemson took the ball on her pulpit was finally splintered- 7-0 by the "Old Scratches," but
UNTIL 1779 u" WAS
own 20. After one line play, the not before a gallant fight had been waged all over the field.
Tiger quarterback called for a In the last half Wake Forest fumbled twice when they had
CALLED COLLEGE AND
IN COLORADO THREE MOUNTAINS ARE NAMED
South Carolina's Biddies unquick kick, Watson Magee dis- actually arrived in pay-dirt down around the 10 yard line.
- ACADEMYHARVARD, PRINCETON AND YALE/
leashed one big third period run-/
played his educated toe and kicked out of bounds on Carolina's All of which means that without a doubt the Tiger team has a ning attack, and then with some
27. Grygo, a great Carolina back, night's work before it next Friday evening. Our- -scouts tell help of kindly fate, staved off the
tried an end run, but w.as tackled us that Wake Forest looked every bit as good as Tulane. In great Cub offense to beaf thevso savagely that he fumbled, and Edwards, Trunzo, and Ringgold, they have- three 60. minute Clemson Cubs 6-0 in the little
towering Gus Goins recovered on ball players.
State Fair Classic, in Columbia,
the 29 yard stripe. On three plays
Oct. 19. The Cubs, fierce as their
OH, PAPA!
By Arthur Williams
Holding—Rumble seat tech- the great Tiger team had completname suggests, fought every minnique.
"Goon" Miller's father saw his son play for the first time ute; including the last, but never
ed, a first down, and a reverse,
Forward
Pass—Illegal
use
of
Willis to Pearson, netted 13 yards against U. S. C. The Alice came through in s-p-1-e-n-d-i-d collected on their gallantry. The
We though you'd read this far
to find out that "Post Tweet* is hands (b) hospitality to the guy and placed the ball on Carolina's style by scooping up a blocked punt and running 65 yards Biddies cashed their chips early
3. In two plunges, the great
in the third period, after the'Cubs
simply "after the whistle" in pur- sitting on the row in front.
Lineman—One who has a hot "Monk" Willis plunged over. Caro- for a touchdown. Among other accomplishments for Miller, held for three downs on their goalest latin. We hope you'll read farlina tried to come back and droye list his vocal leads as the team harmonizes on "The Moon Goes line. The referee raised his hands
ther to find out the latest stories line.
Unnecessary Delay—-A guy who down to Clemson's 13 when alert Down in Blood," "Old Rugged Cross," "Virginia" or "Old Mc- on the Biddies fourth try, although
told on and by the stars.
there was ample argument among .
RED PEARSON, says Red Pear- waits until he is leaving for an Bryant intercepted a Carolina Donald."
pass to deaden their attack. The
the spectators as to whether or
son, forgot to block when Shad excuse to kiss her.
Coach
Neely
has
a
habit
for
setting
precedents
it
seems.
not the ball crossed the final
Time Out—Varies from 9 P. M. Tigers ran one play after, which
Bryant checked out on that touchFo
rthe
first
time
in
our
knowdedge
(limited
we
admit)
a
footPhil Chovan, who played a brilstripe legally. Despite game in? .
down jaunt down in the capitol •till
city. "I just stood up, .clapped my • Safety—Girl who takes little liant game, kicked to the Game- ball team took a postman's holiday and went to a distant city juries,;„the Cubs waged a heroic
cock 39, Grygo tried to scoop the to see two other teams play. Coach chartered a bus, and under battel in all periods, each player
hands, and yelled Come on Shad." sister along on a blind date.
Place Kick—Privilege enjoyed rolling oval up, and "Stonewall" the supervision of Coach Howard, the entire club journeyed shining in defeat, and out-played
Red is being run for "best blocker
Jacks -1 recovered it for Clemson.
in Oconee county" by his team- by her old man.
to Atlanta to witness the Tech-Auburn game. It was enjoyed the Biddies in every department.
Snapper Back—tSheiba or sheik Versa* le Chovan dropped a deadGoolsby looked good for Clemmates.
ly ainii <1 piss into the eager arms by each and.every one, and other Coaches may well look to son's backfield until an untimely
GENE FLATHAM while swigg- well versed in repartee.
of
Goii
i
who
went
over
standing
Coach
Neely's
lead
in
agreeing
with
the
old
maxim,"AH
work
Disqualified player—Victims of
injury froced him out. McElveen,
ing a- Coco Cola during the half
up. Pearson, one of Neely's bet- and no play make Jack a sluggish football player."
acting Captain, played well as did
said, "I'm going to be a good big halitosis.
ter
backs,
missed
the
extra
point,
"Ace" Parker. Ivity and Blslock
rOMJNC, THRU
■&-¥!&?—Girlie who gets- HIP
na tried' to halt the great
in good performances in
"War Horse Jackson,, came into his own at Columbia. turned
it's even hotter down there than grand rush at the Tiger Ball
D0Wns—Condition which re- Yellow Peril anjd kicked out of He blocked the punt that Miller scooped up for his spectacular the line.
in this game."
bounds on Cleniison 30. On the
PHIL CHOVAN is being praised quires aspirin and tomato juice first play Bryarit started around sprint, besides playing one whale of a defensive game. He is
from all quarters for his fine left the next morning.
Kneeing—Unfair advantage tak- end, lodging would-be tacklers, living up to the predictions made for him prior to his kneehanded pass that paved the way
and rf-3ed on. The great Neely injury. •—■— Big Gene Flathman has been accused by certain
en
by flappers.
for one of the touchdowns.
team cut down the secondary and
Crawling—Trying
t
o
square
"That wae a nice left handed
Bryant sped unmolested for 70 nefarious people of telling his "folks" to watch No. 33 out on
Anderson ^
yourself after making a bad break. yards and 7 more points.
pass you threw, Phil."
the field if they wish to, see him "go to town."
Huddle—Indoor sporting term
"Why shouldn't it be—I'm left
Incidentally
that
number
belongs
to
Alternate-Captain
LATE SHOW
The Tiger second team scored
applied especially for lounges in
handed."
Saturday Night
a fourth touchdown in the second Pennington who is on the bottom of most every play. "Flip"
SHAD BRYANT has the admira- front of open fire places.
Richard
Cromwall
Touchback-^-Borrowing 5 bucks quarter when Lancaster plugged Choven, Clemson half back, came through in fine fashion at
tion of coaches and team because
Martha Hunt
he doesn't know how to relax on from the guy who's forgotten he across the line hard, blocked and S. Carolina. He blocked a half back beautifully when B^ant
recovered the pigskin for Clemson.
the field. Shad is in there fight- owes you 5.
Then
on the next play Saluda made his 70 yard sprint for a touchdown. He. also punted and
''Come On
ing every second. When the slightInterference—Any third party. Coleman
picked up 21 yards threw a pass -to Goins for a touchdowta.
Leathernecks"
est opportunity to do things prethrough the line. Bailey then
Don't breathe it to a Soul, but Captain Bill Cason of the
sents itself, Bryant is on his toes
flipped a neat pass to Lancaster boxing Casons, tells us that Coach Bob Jones will have a
Mon.-Tues.
to take full advantage of his
who went across end-zone.
Wallace Beery,
chance. His alertness netted Clemstartling
announcement
concerning
his
boxing
team
in
the
Immediately after the half the
Mickey. Rooney
son a score against V. M. I., and
Yellow Peril settled down to work lear future.
his brilliant playing has led to pay
and
gained
their
final
touchdown.
"Stable Mates"
will huddle to determine which
dirt in every other game.
Carolina's Gamecocks had taken
"King Kong" BRYANT, former
defensive formation to use, a style
the
kick
and
were
on
the
Tiger
Tax
collectors
are
going
to
colWednesday
star guard, was being introduced
of play little used on U. S. college
30 when the Tigers tightened and
Margaret Lindsay
to the freshmen team prior to lege this fall, especially on Sat- Carolina
gridirons.
was
kicking
on
fourth
Ann Sheridan
their game at the fair, when, urdays.
For with the recent supreme down. No sooner had the ball
without having yet met him, he
Many
119
Pounders
the Gamecock's center's hands
"Broadway
turned to George Fritte and said, court ruling that football is not left
The boxing squad will have
Something new in football forman army of Tiger men chargMusketeers''
an essential educational activity, than
"Hi, King Kong."
enough
119
pounders
to
last-a
few
Thus, officially, King Kong- football games are pouring thou- ed through, an(l Jackson blocked ations is promised University of teams this year. Dorn, Rumph and
punt. The Great Goon Miller
\
Thurs.-Fri.
Bryant conceded his title to King sands of dollars into the federal the
grabbed the oval up, and to amuse- Detroit football fans this fall with Carter, freshmen, will work out
George Murphy
Kong Fritts.
treasury each Saturday from the ment of the Glemson fans ran the announcement of Coach Gus daily with Berry, Bradley, Bethea
Marjorie Weaver
ten per cent tax on each ticket across the goal-with quite an es- Doriae that the huddle -has been and Williams, varsity pugs.
abandoned for offensive plays and
over 40 cents.
Clint Taylor Is 111
cort.
'Hold That Co-ed"
The Uuniversity of Illinois is
called into being for defensive
Experts estimate that the govClint Taylor, a Clemson resident
building a new student union
plays.
Pop
Ealon
Is
Sad
ernment
will
collect
$50,000
on
and a prominent figure in last
Dorias' quarterbacks will call building at a cost of $1,000,000.
Pop Eadon is "down in the
summer's political campaigns in a good Saturday—and a "good
signals in the good old-fashioned
Pickens county, is in the Anderson Saturday" is one on which approx- dumps" this W:ek.
He had a fire time during the way when his eleven is in posseshospital, recuperating from a vio- imately 500,000 spectators pass
through
the
stadium
turnstiles.
state
fair holidiys and he saw his sion of the ball, for Gus believes
lent attack of appendicitis.
girl,
but
yestesday someone bor- that this type of play makes the
Taylor received all but 9 of
Mrs. Prank Montgomery, Mrs. rowed a new ;weater and three game more interesting for the specClemson's votes in his race for
?
Pickens county game warden. And T. L. Alexander and Hugh and dolars from hi, room. So there s tators.
But before each play is 'begun
Miss
Cora
Alexander
spent
last
no
real
Pop
ladon
episode
this
although he was not elected, lead-ATby Detroit's opponents, the Titans
ing politicians in this section say Tuesday and Wednesday in Spar- week.
tanburg.
he ran a fine race.

H

Biddies Down
Clemson
Youngsters

Post Tweet

Football Terms to
Blonde On Row 1
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STRAND

Football Adds $50,000
To Government
Coffers

Detroit Goes To

'Ole Time' Formation

GET THE BEST

DRINK
GET THAT CORSAGE FOR TIGER BALL

WAKEFIELD FLORAL CO.
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASSION
W. S. Coleman, Agent

Room 599 New Barracks

toca'i
Tiie pause that refreshes
COCA-OLA BOTTLING CO. — ANDERSON, S. C.

Sullivan Hardware, Company
ANDERSON, S. C.
Sporting Goods — Farm Implements — Paints and Varnishes.

Circulating HEATERS from $20 to $85
AND

LtT CASPAR-WAKE
SEAL THE BARGAIN
Patronize your TAPS photographers and get portraits in
which the entire cost is represented in the prints and the
mountings. Buy your photographs in attractive folders.
COMPLETE as we deliver
them, ready to give to your
friends.

SEE

Raymond Sloan

TIGERS!

10LLS DEVELOPED
Low priest on candid film. Handy
mailing envelopes furnished.

Complete Luncheonette — RCA Radios — Cut Rate Drugs

VALUABLE PREMIUMS GIVEN

MAIL YOUR FILMS TO
ANDERSON, S. C.

From $4.35 to $6.35

Any size roll kodak film developed,
jigbt never-fadeVelox prints for only

MAKE THIS DRUG STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS

STANDARD DRUG CO.

GOOD COAL LAUNDRY HEATERS

UdcTfabbit Co.
f PARTANBURO. 8. C

SENECA HARDWARE CO;
PHONE 13

SENECA, S. C.
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Hitler Commands; Clemson Juniors Quake

Tiger Ball Sponsors ...
The four ladies below will sponsor the annual Tiger
Ball this week-end. They are escorted by, the Tiger executive staff. Right to left, below, they are: Miss Julia
Gresham of Winthrop college and Greenwood, sponsor
for business manager Tom Lawton ; Miss Gussie Williams
of Sumter, for editor Framp Durban; Miss Carold Huffine
of Nashville, Tenn., for sports editor Watson Magee; and
Miss Rita Vane of Charleston and the University of Maryland, for managing editor Earl Mazo.

■

Winthrop Journalist Covers TigerGamecock Classic For Local Sheet
escorted down the field by almost
all of the members of the Clemson team. It has been rumored
that Mr. Bryant is engaged to be
married.
Carolina made one very unusual
and spectacular touchdown. One
of the cute Clemson boys batted
the ball way up in the air when
he was tackled so the Carolina
boys couldn't get it. But one of
the Gamecocks jumped up, caught
the ball ana ran over the goal so
fast that, really, none of the Clemson cadets could catch him.
Cigars seemed to be favored by
the Carolina coaches, and chewing
tobacco had the favor of the
Clemson mentors.
Luke-warm coco cola was served
by members of the Clemson stu1
dent body during the half.

Aull, Ferrier,
Shoot The Show Ward, Gates At
Association Meet
FRIDAY—
"BOY MEETS GIRL"

A revival of the old James Cagney Rat O'Brien "scrap" series,
with Marie Wilson a new blonde
interest, to help out a flimsy plot.
The picture is based on another
Broadway success play which usually spells doom for a movie, but
Frank McHugh and Ralph Bel■ lamy help to keep it from falling
apart.
SATURDAY—
"BORN TO BE WILD"
With Ralph Byrd and Doris
Weston. No previews available—
however the title might interest
a few of you.
MONDAY—
"PENROD'S DOUBLE TROUBLE"
Interesting enough if you like
watching kids play G-Men with
real enthusiasm. The Mauch twins
are. so identical that they could
have used one of them and cut
down on production costs. Plenty
of action makes this one better
than the usual "kid picture."
TUESDAY—
"THE DEVIL'S PARTY"
Here's powerful Victor McLag.
len in one of his best roles since
"The Informer." As a successful
"emigrant from Hell's Kitchen Vic
is the best. A truly thrilling movie
enhanced by Bee Roberts looks
and William Gargan's unique performance.
..—-WEDNESDAY—
"THE COUNT OF MONTE
CRISTO"
No flies on this English production, which can't be said about
some of them. Alexander Dumas
has put out a winner this time
unflavored by English tea and customary British slowness.. Robert
Donat with lovely Elissa Lande
hold the main spotlight.
THURSDAY—
"ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME
BAND"
Tops.for the week, and for all
time in musicals. If you ever patted your foot come hear every
song Irvin Berlin ever wrote.
Alice Faye swings them to perfection in her own perfected way.
Tyrone Power (house") of course
beats out Don Ameche—but nobody cares. Ethel Merman, Jack
Haley and a score of others support this headliner.

Drs. G. H. Aull and W. T.
Ferrier of the Agricultural Economics department, and J. E.
Ward and J. E. Gates of the Economic and Government department will attend the eleventh
conference of the Southern Economics Association to -be held in
Birmingham, Alabama Friday and
Saturday.
Dr. Aull, head of Clemson's
department of Agricultural Ecoonmics, will present a paper, "The
New Agricultural Control Program," as one of the two speakers
on agricultural problems.

Boyle Heads New
Sumter-Clarendon

Club
W. B. Boyle was elected president of the Sumter-Clarendon
county Clemson club at its organization meeting here Monday.
Other officers include: T. W.
Barrineau, vice-president; Sam
Garwood, secretary; and H. T.
Bagnal, treasurer...
The club will sponsor a Christmas hop during the holidays.

Gordon- Lynn, Clemson dairy
graduate of '34, visited the campus
Oct. 25. He now has charge of
sales for the International, Harvester Company in the Piedmont
section of the Carolinas.
While at Clemson, Lynn was an
outstanding athlete, setting several track records. He was captain of the track team, played football, and participated in many
other sports.

Tiger Ball Friday and Saturday
nights, October 28-29.

Dance Roster
Filling Up
The following are some of the
cadets and their dates who will
attend the annual Tiger Ball this
week-end.
Luke Lafay, Mackey King, Columbia; L. D. Driesback, Jane
Perry, Converse; Alex Graham,
Steadman Cork, Converse; Tom
Lawton, Julia Gersham, Winthrop;
R. L. Hempstead, Harriet Zabner,
Greenville; Charles Bailes, Josie
Ellen Robinson, Easley; W. G.
Simms, Anne Rutlege, G. W. C;
J. G. McKinney, Elenor Lykes,
Columbia; Stuart Land, Anita Anderson, G. W. C; E. D. Schmidt,
Tot Taylor, G. W. C; L. B. Smith,
Peg Williams, Winthrop; Framp
Durban, Gussie Williams, Sumpter; Pot Johnstone, Tilly Helms,
Charlotte; J. R. London, Rosanne
Guess, Rock Hill; G. G. Thomas,
Nancy Craig, Rock Hill; BiU
Wood, Deanie Jeffries, Converse;
T. B. Young, Angelin Towill, Winthrop; Barney Marshall, Teeney
Webb, Coker; C. O. Driscoll, Mary
Clark, Atlanta; Bill Wade, Rannie
Graham, Converse; A. P. Gandy,
Miriam Justice, G. W. C; John
Platt, Jane Evans, G. W. C; Louie
Cason, Tuppi'e. "Crawford, Columbia; Earl Mazo, Rita Vane, College
Park, Md.; Raymond Sloan, Leta
Djipree, Converse; George Newman,' Ann Gresham, Coker; G.
E.
Palmer, Evelyn Young, G. W!. C;
H. N. Dent, Jane Allison, G. W. C.;
Russel Abee, Marjorie Hasson, G.
W. C; J. E. Woodward, Becky
Ferguson, Charlotte; Nelson Jackson, Rachel Jackson, Converse;
G. M. McMillan, Mary Bashie
Steele, Randolph Macon; Jack
Carnes, Helen Harris, Brenau;
Winton Rules, Betsy Montcastle,
Lexington, N.. C; W. W. Foster,
Virginia Sterling, U. N. C; Pink
P. Irwin, Ellen Ellerbe, Wofford;
Frederick Fox, Maude Floyd, G.
W. C.

Dr. Einstein Puts The Questions
And Reporters See Tables Turned
"j

X' I'»111V iTXIXIS

At least one Tiger reporter received a quite merciless dose of
his own medicine in the latter part
of the summer when he was quizzed for an hour by an unknown
beneficient individual (who was
in the meantime providing the
hitchhiker with transportation between Westminster and Toccoa)
who later turned out to be Dr. H:
A. Einstein, son of the eminent
Georgia scientist.
In return for the ride, the unknown party requested information In large quantity from the
Tiger man. Data on the Clemson
student body, on the South Carolina mountains, and on Toccoa
Falls and the roads to and from
that Georgia beauty spot were
Called forth from the reporter's
meagre store of knowledge.
Who?
During the whole trip the man
failed to reveal his identity, and
the Tiger lad, not even scenting
a story, remained utterly unaware
of his golden opportunity, • and
only found out a month later, who
had given him that ride.
But the short trip with Dr. Einstein works with Clemson experimentalist's, did make an impression on the reporter.
Strange Language
/
It was quite unusual to get in
a car in South Carolina on Sunday
afternoon, and hear a language
that seemed to be only partly
English. It was quite unusual to
be received with such cordiality
and graciousness by the family.
For it was quite obviously a family; the father cleanly cut and
well-built with hands that gave a
clue that he might be a surgeon,
or an artist, and mother, interested, interesting, and attractive in
her quaint attire; and the two
sons, a little dark in complexion,
with solemn eyes and countenances that bespoke a knowledge

Family} There
The mother apd father spoke
English. Both bojys understood it
and the eldest coitld speak a little,
would start to sclhool in the Fall.
They had only been here a very
short while. Their language was
Swiss-German, and their most recent home had been 'Zurich, Switzerland, Yes, they liked it in
America very much, except that
the mountains were not as pretty
as those in Switzerland. They
planned to make it their permanent home, for they ha4 taken
out first papers.
Happy
Then it was Tocoa, Ga., and
Tiger reporter was getting out.
Jle went on his way, light of heart,
glad to know what a fine class of
citizens Uncle Sam was recruiting
from Europe. It was more than
a month later that he first learned
just who this particular family
were, and how valuable they might
prove as citizens.

Rifle Team Starts
Year's Shooting

Approximately 100 cavdets have
turned out for rifle team practice.
Fifty of these are freshmen.
The team this year is being
coached by Majcr Hufford, and
practices are helc daily from four
to five thirty.

CIRCinATESRADIATES-A
DIRECS-,
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STONE ORDER
DELAYED BY
TURMOIL
The general European mix-up
had its repercussions on the
Clemson campus this week when
it was announced 'that the annual
Junior Ring Dance slated for Dec.
16-17 would be postponed because
German imported stones would
not be available in \ime for the
rings to be made up on schedule.
Class president Alex Graha^
announced .at a meeting yegiefaay
that his committee will try to
make arrangements for a dance
or some formal presentation ' of
rings to the class of '40 early in
1939.

in South Carolina journalism are
among thbse invited. The guests
include Wilton Hall, publisher of
the Anderson Daily Mail and Independent; Glover Miller, editor
of the Daily Mail; Harper Gault,
city editor, the Rock Hill Herald;
George Chaplain, city editor, the
Greenville Piedmont; Hank Acker,
of the Daily Mail; Harry Ashemore, of the Piedmont; Ray Phillips, publisher of the Seneca Journal and Keowee Courier; Douglas
Weaver and Cornish Wilkinson,
(By Staff Correspondent)
of the Seneca Journal; publication
members "of the Clemson faculty;
WILLIE WINTHROP
and the Tiger staff.
The banquet is given the Tiger
Knowing that man is made of
by Captain J. D. Harcombe, college dust, the Winthrop girls have
mess officer.
been saving dust for the past six
weeks. And now, out of this dust
has been created the most charming fellar, Willie Winthrop. He
knows many secrets, b,ut he is
most interested in the\ Clemson
•?irls at Winthrop. This week he
told me that . . .
Kathryn McCollum has joined
The Association of American
Medical Colleges' aptitude test the Book and Key, a scholastic
will be given at 3:00 P. M. Dec. 2, organization of high rank. It is
quite an honor to be asked into
in room 21, main building.
This test has been adopted by this organization.
Many hearts went pit-a-pat last
the association as one of the normal requirements for admission into week when Clemson's. footballl
medical college and it is imperi- heros stopped in Rock Hill "for a
tive that every person who expects soda" and "Hero" Bryant was
to enter medical college next year among them.
Delia Jo says' that everybody
take the test. Dev. 2 is the only
time tha the test will be given had a wonderful time at the state
fair and got sunburned and hoarse
this year.
Designed to measure the stu- voices to prove it. In the case of those who didn't
dents ability to learn things similar to that which, he will have in go, all seats were reserved in the
Medical school the test also measr radio room and they even had a
ures ttfe student's general and cheering section.
Amanda Morgan of Hyman, Anscientific background and his ability to draw accurate conclusions geline Towell of Batesburg, Rebecca Sealy of Rock Hill, Sara
from a given set of data.
Anyone interested in the exam-, Geer of Anderson, and Peg Wilination should make out'an appli- liams of Clemson were chosen
cation with Prof. Lane immediate- drum majorettes for the new
ly, Dean D. W. Daniel said this Winthrop College Band.
week.
K your hair isn't becoming
to you, you should be coming
Harris Promoted
to us.
W. W. Harris of the class of '38
has left the Sanford Cotton Mills
to accept a better position at the
U. S. Tire Cord Mill at ShelbyY. M. C. A.
ville, Tenn.

Winthrop
News Notes

Medical Association
Tests Slated Dec. 2

Bailey and Kay

THE TIGER STAFF CHEWS BEECH-NUT GUM!

WHY??'?

1^!T."1

practical. However, there will be
a rally of some sort in December,
which will be attended by representatives from all State colleges.
The P. S. A. at Clemson, under
the direction ,of Dr. S. J. >L
Crouch, is comparatively a young
organization, as there are only
three states in the Southern
Presbyterian Conference which
have them. Of these states, South
Carolina! was the second to form
chapters\in her colleges, The P.
S. A. is strictly a campus organization and functions nine months
only, or during the school term.

FRAMP DURBAN, Editor, says: "It just tastes good, and its
certainly refreshing."
/
TOM LAWTON, Business Manager, says: "It keeps' me from
worrying about my books."
ARNOLD GRAYSON, Complaint Manager, says: "Those
complaints must be handled diplomatically, and a fellow's got
to have a cool temper and sweet breath to be diplomatic—I
chew Beech-Nut."

Leon Rice, attorney in Anderson, S. C, will speak to the Clemson Fellowship Club on "Laws
the Layman Should Know," at
the Nov. l meeting.

FURNITURE COMPAN

309 S. MAIN —ANDERSON, S. C. — PHONE 70

TREAT YOUR FRIENDS AND YOURSELF AT OUR FOUNTAIN
CLEAN - SANITARY - SATISFYING
JUMBO

ICE CREAM SODA

WALNUT SUNDAE
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YOUR FAVORITE FLAVOR

A MEAL & DESSERT IN ONE

Toasted Sandwiches - Crackers - Cookies - Confections
CHOCOLATE

DOUBLE RICH

Chocolate—
Strawberry—
PineappL

Get all

CLEMSON STUDENTS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME

B. S. U.
On Wednesday, Oct. 26, a delegation of cadets -from Clemson's
B. S., U. Chapter, will leave to
attend a Southernwide Baptist
Student's Union Convention at
Memphis. The cadets, to be accompanied by H. T. Hayward and
L. D. Malphrus, of the Y, are:
C. W. Prince, H. T. Foster, J. F.
Gregory, R. W. Blackmon, R. M.
Lynes, J. E. Switzer, A. V. Williams, J. L. Gaskins, F. D. Johnson andJ. D. Hughey.
The convention will last from
the 27th through the 30th._Seventeen states will be represented
and students from every Southern
college are expected.
On September 24th, 65 cadets
attended a social at Anderson
college, an don Oct. 15th, a return
social was given at Clemson for
the Anderson chapter. The .council, too, composed of 15 men,
has had regular meetings everyTuesday night at 8:15.
EPISCOPAL
On Wednesday, Oct. 2 6, the
cadet members .of the Episcopal
church at Clemson, will have a
get-together supper, followed by
the usual business meeting.
Another notice of importance to
Episcopalians is that the All Saints
Day will be observed at 6:45
A. M. on November 1. At that
time the Corporate Communion
for students will be held. /
The regular service will be held
at 11:30 Sunday morning.
METHODIST
The cadet members of the Methodist church here will conduct the
program next Sunday. • Fred Vereen will be in charge. This change
was due to the fact that Dr. H. O.
Chambers will be away at the annual Methodist Conference.
P. S. A.
The Presbyterian Student Associatio nat Clemson, of which
G. M. McMillan is the president,
is rapidly getting into the year's
work. Plans are being carried out
to select a P. S. A. council from
the 350 Presbyterian cadets. This
council will have charge of the
Sunday School programs in which
the cadets participate, and will
handle the cadet attendance at
all church and P. S. A. meetings.
It was hoped that the State
P. S. A., rally could be held here,
because of the increased en-

MILK SHAKES

Make Your Kitchen A "Dream Kitchen"

3. T. BADLENGER, Owner

---;»

Authorities Put Ban On Late Dates Prominent Guests
By Ricky Rivenbark
For Staff Banquet
(President C. D. A.)
BSU
To
Memphis;
INVITATION
The members of; the Central
Tomorrow Night
Dance Association believe that the
The Central Dance Associa- Students Handle
continuance of "late 'dates"' is
The Tiger staff will hold its
tion
again
extends
a
cordial
inharmful to the dances and the
annual Pre-Ball banquet in the
school as a whole. In attempting vitation to all members, of the Church Services
college mess halss Friday evening.
to put,an end to this the following faculty to attend the annual
A number of prominent figures
measures will be taken:
Any member of the Central
Dance Association who takes
advantage of his position on
the CDA to get a "late date"
will be asked to resign. ¥his.
applies to both Junior and
Senior members; also boys
who are working in the barracks.
The barracks in which the
girls are staying and the trustee house will be declared off
limits during a dance weekend, and any cadet entering
either the barracks or the
trustee house will be busted
for off limits.
Cadets loitering in or around
the girl's barracks or'trustee
house at night after the dance
will be busted for oft. limits
and absent barracks.
Any cadet attempting to talk
to girls through the windows
of the barracks' or the trustee
house will be reported to the
president through the commandant.
Girls will be allowed a reasonable time after each dance to
change clothes. This time limit
will be approximately one hour.
After this hour girls entering the
barracks will be asked not to go
out again.
The members of the CDA request the co-operation of the Cadet Corps in this attempt to make
the barracks and trustee house a
place for the girls to stay on dance
week-ends.

"y. By Arthurina McGillicuddy
The Clemson football team,
beautifully dressed in purple and
gold, defeated the handsome Carolina gamecocks 34 to 12 in the
simply glamorous state fair game.
The Carolina boys wore lovely
silk red pants and yellow woolen
sweaters. Clemson was stylishly
garbed in the latest model purple
sweatshirts, purple pants. The
sweatshirts had egg-yellow stripes
on trie oiceves Detween the elbow
and shoulder. Padded shoulders
and hips seemed to be in vogue
with both sets.
Mr. Alfred Grygo, of Columbia
and Chicago, seemed to do most
of_ the playing for the Carolina
He hg,d brown, curley hair,
ey„s, and looked adorable
ris new suit.
FMr. Shad Bryant, an outstanding
lember of Clemson's younger set1,
ran beautifully one time. He was
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